Testimonials
The Crop Circle Oracle Cards, apart from presenting good pictures and memories of
significant crop formations over the years, are also a really interesting and useful oracle. As a
croppie who has followed a progression of cereological events for twenty years, I found that
this oracle's creator, Joseph-Mark Cohen, has intuitively selected these power-pictures and
given them a meaning and oracular significance that really works. This deck is well worth a try.
Especially since the crop formations have so much to do with the future, with humanity's
potential, in distinction to the images derived from the past that prevail in many Tarot-style
oracle decks. But there's something else here too: over the years I've often said that it's not just
the remarkable formations and their shapes and designs which are significant. What's really
significant is the powerful and invisible energy-fields within the formations, into which we step
and in which we bathe when we enter them. But you don't have to go to a formation to partake
of
this,
since
these
are
energy-carrying
symbols.
It's as if the inter-dimensional intelligences who have created the formations over the years
have been inviting us into their own territory, their own worlds. Many people, when they first
enter these things, remark that they feel as if they have come home - the formations awaken a
deep memory, a taste of something we all know and remember deep in our souls, something to
do with our origins and our ultimate direction of evolutionary travel. In this sense, JosephMark has done a brilliant job, interpreting the subtle and yet distinct energy-flavours and
threads of meaning in different crop formations which have plopped down before us over the
years. So, well done, Joseph-Mark. I recommend these oracle cards. They're different, and they
do something, and I have a feeling that the circle-makers are allowing something of themselves
and their message to come through them. Palden Jenkins, Cornwall, UK. www.palden.co.uk

I have been collecting tarot & oracle cards for many years. These Crop Circle Oracle
Cards are the most beautiful and innovative ones I have ever discovered. I began to
explore with them within minutes using the simple 5 card layout provided. The cards
are highly educational and multi-purpose for readings, meditations, oracular
guidance & spiritual counselling. They offer joyful & clear divination. I believe these
cards will become one of the best selling & most appreciated decks available.

Dr. John DeSalvo, Director, Great Pyramid of Giza Research Association

"The vast range of information shared through this oracle deck gives us a clear
channeling of the majestic creation codes nested within these mysterious formations.
Truly unique and vibrant in his delivery of this ancient / new language of Crop
Circles,
Joseph-Mark
inspires
us
with
teachings
from the I-Ching, the Mayan Calendar the Kabbalah & likely the Circle-Makers
themselves! My daughter Luminous uses the oracle deck with her young friends,
exploring the meaning within the deck & intuitively interpreting what the sacred
geometry is evoking. It has been a great educational tool for both of us. Thank you,
Joseph-Mark for dedicating yourself to delivering to the public an awareness of the
Cosmic & Universal Knowledge coded within these beautiful Crop Circles."
Blessings, Deborah Skye King www.SoulTherapy.ca
The link between the amazing crop circle designs and the human psyche is one that is
readily apparent to almost all who have had any contact with this phenomenon. The crop
circles are above all inspirational works of art and as such they stimulate a strong response
in the unconscious mind via creativity, synchronicity and dreams. This attractive oracle
deck seems to me to be a joyful and playful way of interacting with both the crop circle
designs and our own unconscious - who knows where such a journey might take us?! The
deck is lovingly produced on heavy card stock with stunning imagery by photographer
Steve Alexander and the reverse of each card contains an assortment of mystical quotes,
interpretations and connections by Kabbalist Joseph-Mark Cohen.
Karen Alexander, www.TemporaryTemples.co.uk

